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Significance of hydrogen and 
fuel cells to UK Energy Policy

• one of a number of long term energy options

• UK believes in a portfolio approach, 
underpinned by evidence-based analysis

• UK has been trying hard to improve the 
evidence base



Evidence Base

• UK Strategic Framework for Hydrogen Energy in the 
UK (2004), and the Government’s response (2005)

• UK Fuel Cells Development and Deployment 
Roadmap (2005)

• Renewables Innovation Review (2004)

• Energy White Paper (2003) and Energy Review 
(2006)



Key UK energy policy drivers

• the key priority is cost-effective CO2 reduction 
technologies which will contribute to a 60% 
reduction by 2050

• additional objectives include increased 
energy security, economic benefits, and the 
ability to influence the international debate



Key conclusions

• Hydrogen is most relevant to transport

• Fuel cells relevant to stationary power generation, 
transport, and niche applications
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Technology Push & Market Pull:

• Grant programmes for R,D, & D will focus on areas that address 
the priorities identified in UK Energy Policy.

• Two primary issues are relevant to the UK’s interest in Hydrogen 
and Fuel Cells:
– H2 as a fuel for fuel cell-based transportation (from 6 distinct 

H2 energy chains)
– Fuel Cells as a route to improved efficiency power generation 

(both micro and large scale CHP and primary power)
• Other areas may be addressed if they can be shown to have 

potential for national economic development. 
• It is important to recognise that all technologies are developing 

and not yet commercially viable. Careful attention is being given 
to socio-economic issues, market demand measures, codes, 
regulations, standards and actions on these issues should be 
pursued now.



Existing Programmes (1)

• Research Councils
• DTI 

– Technology Programme
– Demonstration Programme

• Other
– Cenex
– Department for Transport
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Research Councils (particularly EPSRC) fund university-type research, both traditional mode (individual researcher) and directed programmes (consortia) – SUPERGEN funding separate consortia dealing with fuel cells (£2.2m over 4 years) and hydrogen ((£3.2m over 4 years) storage,biological  production and socio-economics). 

DTI funds industry-led collaborative applied research and development projects under the DTI Technology Programme. Fuel cells have featured in every call since the programme was launched in 2004, and hydrogen in every call since 2005. Support approx £2-3m pa. DTI also funds the Hydrogen, Fuel Cells and Carbon Abatement Technologies Demonstration Programme which held its first call for proposals in October 2006. [£50m/3 years of which £15m is HFC]

Other:
Cenex and Low Carbon and Fuel Cell KTN - £6.5 million funding allocated. 
DfT Horizons – a number of projects on the infrastructure requirements  for hydrogen-fuelled transport, totalling £350k.



Existing Programmes (2)

• Local and Regional Initiatives
– PURE project (Unst) 
– Scottish Enterprise
– Welsh Development Agency
– London
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PURE – integrated renewables and hydrogen project in Shetland. Received £150,000 from Shetland Enterprise and £150,000 from the Highland and Islands Community Energy Company (HICEC)

Scottish Enterprise – supports cluster development and early stage technologies – including part funding of the Scottish Fuel Cell Consortium.

Welsh Development Agency Hydrogen Valley Project – funding of £100k over 3 years for the development of alternative fuel technologies, show casing low or zero emission transport systems and attracting inward investment.

London – TfL part-funded the 3 CUTE buses; now looking to have a follow-on project involving 9 buses and up to 60 other vehicles [check]



Future changes to the 
funding landscape

• Energy Technologies Institute

• Environmental Transformation Fund

• Low Carbon Transport Innovation Strategy
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ETI announced in the Energy Review (2006) (as the National Institute for Energy Technologies) – “The National Institute for Energy Technologies will bring a new level of focus, ambition and industrial collaboration to the UK’s work in the field of energy science and engineering…. with a potential budget of up to £100m p.a.” EDF, Shell, BP, Eon, Caterpillar and Rolls-Royce contributing to this public-private partnership.

ETF announced by DEFRA on 29th June 2006, together with the UK’s proposal for the next period of the European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS).
“The Government has today also announced the creation of a new joint Defra/DTI Environmental Transformation Fund that will provide a boost to investment in renewable energies and other green technologies aimed at reducing carbon emissions. Final details of the scale and scope of the Defra/DTI Environmental Transformation Fund will be announced in the Spending Review for implementation, like the ETS, in 2008.”

LCTIS announced in the Energy Review (2006). “We think there is scope to do more to ensure there is a consistent,Government wide framework for incentivising technology in transport. We therefore propose to develop a Low Carbon Transport Innovation Strategy to spur vital innovation in low carbon transport technologies. This will complement the recently announced National Institute of Energy Technologies. For all technologies that show promise the Innovation Strategy will:• efficiently allocate money to laboratory research and development;• facilitate development into working products;• find funding for practical demonstrations in the real world; and • allow the most cost-effective technologies to come to market.
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